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• The solar diameter(s): Oldest 
Unresolved Problem of Solar Physics!

• Its variation in time has been suggested:        
Periods? Amplitudes? Phases? 

• Additional aspects: shape of the limb (edge); 
oblateness

Considerable progress done lately
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During the last decades, analysis of possible effects of the 
irregular activity cycles of the Sun 

through solar forcing effects on irradiance variations 

/connected to the question of the anthropogenic origin 
of global warming, with many consequences for 

the climate and economic life/ 

But, what is the origin 
of the irradiance variations? 
One possibility 
is the variation of the 
Solar Diameter. 
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The variations of the Total Solar Irradiance S can be analyzed assuming a simple model :

S =  R
2 Teff

4 / A2 

A  is the distance Sun-Earth equal to the astronomical unit (constant) while variations over 
the solar disk are neglected and the orbital modulation are removed.
Variations can then be due to the changes of the solar radius R or/and of the effective 
temperature T eff of the photosphere (possibly a consequence of global processes occurring 
deep inside the Sun): 

S / S =  2 R / R + 4 Tef / Tef 

the relative variations of the TSI S during a solar cycle is < 0.1 %   >> the relative variation of 
the solar radius cannot be > 0”4 and indeed, it is considerably smaller; then the  variations of 
the effective temperature of the photosphere should be responsible but seem not correlated 

with the solar cycle and magnetic activity from 35 Years long series measurements at Kitt 
Peak using solar spectra (Livingston et al.).  
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Methods used to measure the solar diameter: 

- Specially designed Heliometers: more than 150 Years old=> irridiation; seeing

- Analysis of planetary transits (Mercury; Venus) using ephemerides; 

- Solar Astrolabes: long series; small aperture=> seeing; big dispersion of data;
 

- Solar transit measurements made with G-B telescopes: irridiation; seeing; visual; but 
after 125 Years, still the best “canonic” value !? 

- Analysis of solar disk images made in Space: MDI of SoHO; dedicated Picard 
mission; HMI of SDO; HXRT guiding device signal of Rhessi; planetary transits. 

- Solar Total Eclipse timing of “contacts” at G-B: no seeing effect; long range 
measurements possible; Moon limb profiles with improved precision; epherides. 
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At time of solar total eclipses: precise timing of the 2d and the 3d “contacts”At time of solar total eclipses: precise timing of the 2d and the 3d “contacts”
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Advantages of Eclipse Observations:Advantages of Eclipse Observations:

- Economic ground-based measurement with small portable equipment; 
- Free of seeing effects: occultation occurs in Space and fluxes recorded;

- It is a differential method: the lunar disk is used as a reference
(differential apparent motion of Sun and Moon magnified by >1/30) 
- Free of spurious effects due to the scattered (parasitic) light 

from the bright disk which is fully covered by the Moon
(the only method giving this fundamental advantage, even in Space) 

Additional advantages coming from the use of present technologies:

- Precise timing and positioning using GPS devices;
- Fast CCD imaging and spectrally resolved time series; 

- Finally: new lunar profiles available from the Kaguya space mission 
with improved precision.
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From Lamy et al 2015 in SPFrom Lamy et al 2015 in SP

Eclipse contactsEclipse contacts
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Suggestions were made that Solar Total Eclipses can Suggestions were made that Solar Total Eclipses can 
produce critical measurements of the solar diameterproduce critical measurements of the solar diameter

Latest results from different methods (from Lamy et al 2015)Latest results from different methods (from Lamy et al 2015)
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Overall, our latest eclipse results suggest a possible relationship 
Solar Radius / Magnetic Activity (approx. in phase) 
with a total amplitude of approximately 100 msec : 

the influence on the Irradiance Variation is small ( 25 %)
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• What could be the origin of the tiny 
variations of the solar radius measured 
from free of stray light study of the edge 
of the Sun at total eclipses? 

• The deep spectroscopic analysis of the 
edge of the Sun provides an explanation 
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Part of the spectral sequence obtained in the vicinity of the 2nd contact, 
to show low excitation lines seen in emission, in addition to the faint 

chromospheric HeI and HeII lines..  Average of 10 spectra taken in 2008. 
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chromospheric HeI and HeII lines..  Average of 10 spectra taken in 2008. 

Bazin et al, 2010Bazin et al, 2010
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Flash spectra/SK/1200 l/mm F300mm Canon 40D; cadence 2 spectra/s; 2d contactFlash spectra/SK/1200 l/mm F300mm Canon 40D; cadence 2 spectra/s; 2d contact
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During each eclipse contact, the edge of the Sun is seen, from the 
photospheric to the coronal heights (here a 0.3 s integrated spectrum) 

During each eclipse contact, the edge of the Sun is seen, from the 
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• At the last eclipses we developed 2 
spectroscopic experiments using 2 different 
methods: 

• the classical slit- less (flash spectra) method

• a new specially designed Littrow system 
using a large holographic grating  
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Prospects: 

. Solar diameter measurements using improved lunar profiles 
(Kagoya) and after averaging all the data from each eclipse, would 
permit a long term survey; 

                       . New models of the upper layers of the solar 
                                 atmosphere, immediately above the photosphere, 
                                 should include magnetic effects !  
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G-B Sac Peak H image G-B Sac Peak H image 

S-B SOT Hinode processed image in HCaIIS-B SOT Hinode processed image in HCaII
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The layers determining the edge of the Sun are partly 
dominated by the emerging magnetic fields 

The layers determining the edge of the Sun are partly 
dominated by the emerging magnetic fields 
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• Eclipse contact analysis using precised fast measurements 
(CNES photometers) gives excellent results and total eclipses are 
events to follow far in the future;

• Intensity variations of faint emission lines superposed on the true 
continuum, during the last and the first Baily’s beads (near the .5 
to 1 Mm heights) must be discussed to interpret historical (visual) 
and broad band present results; 

• A new Solar edge definition is needed: role of the faint singly ionized 
emission lines seen at the limb ? 

• The solar global magnetism influences the layers at the limb and could 
explain the minute variations of the solar radius at long term.  

In conclusion
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Merci de 
votre 

attention!

The Ancient of Days, frontispiece to Europe a Prophecy.
by  William Blake (1794) 
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Profiles from the Kaguya satellite altimetry (JAXA-preliminary), near C2Profiles from the Kaguya satellite altimetry (JAXA-preliminary), near C2

Improved lunar (3D) profiles should be usedImproved lunar (3D) profiles should be used
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Superposed partial-frames near the continuum, from a set of C3 flash 
spectra:Time-slice analysis
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